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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we have simulated and evaluated the performance tradeoff with routing protocols: Constrained Flooding,
the Real-Time Search and the Adaptive Tree on MICA and MICAz platform with different radio models using PROWLER for wireless sensor networks. The simulation results establish that the MICAz motes give low latency, high
throughput, high energy consumption, low efficiency but better lifetime while the MICA motes give high success rate
and less loss rate. It has been, thus, concluded that in case of all the radio models the MICAz is preferably better than
MICA in applications where energy is a constraint. Moreover, use of MICAz motes increases the network lifetime in
comparison to MICA for the radio models. Further, the AT protocol can be applied to achieve better energy consumption, efficiency and lifetime in real time for wireless sensor networks.
Keywords: Constraint-Based Routing, Meta-Strategies, Real-Time Reinforcement Learning, Routing Tree, Wireless
Sensor Networks

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) contain hundreds or
thousands of sensor nodes equipped with sensing, computing and communication abilities. Each node has the
ability to sense elements of its environment, perform
simple computations, and communicate among its peers
or directly to an external base station (BS) [1]. Routing in
sensor network, however, has very different characteristics than routing in traditional communication networks.
First of all, address-based destination specification is
replaced by a more general feature-based specification,
such as geographic location [2] or information gain [3].
Secondly, routing metrics are not just shortest Latency,
but usually multiple objectives, including energy usage
[4] and information density [3]. Thirdly, in addition to
peer-to-peer communication, multicast (one-to-many)
and converge-cast (many-to-one) are major traffic patterns in sensor networks. Even for peer-to-peer communication, the source/destination pairs often are dynamic
(changing from time to time) or mobile (moving during
routing).
Lot of research has been done recently on routing mechanisms that take QoS and trade-off specifications into
consideration. Message-initiated Constrained-Based
Routing (MCBR) [5] for wireless ad-hoc sensor networks
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is one of them. MCBR is a framework of routing mechanisms composed of the explicit specification of constrained-based destinations, route constraints and QoS
requirements for messages, and a set of QoS-aware meta-strategies.
Three distributed Meta routing strategies based on
real-time reinforcement learning [6]: Real-Time Search
(RTS) [7], Constrained Flooding (CF) [8], and Adaptive
Tree (AT) [9] have also been proposed. All of these use
the same reinforcement learning core, which estimates
and updates the cost from the current node to the destination. In contrast to most existing QoS routing, learning-based meta-strategies do not create and maintain explicit routes; instead, packets discover and improve the
routes over time.
However, it has been observed in the literature that the
performance evaluation of the routing protocols for
wireless sensor networks has not been carried out in the
presence of realistic radio models on different mote platforms. Thus the main contribution of this paper is performance trade-off with routing protocols CF, RTS and
AT for wireless sensor networks under the influence of
various realistic fading models in a simulated environment for MICA and MICAz on MATLAB platform. The
trade-off comparison has been done on the basis of various performance metrics latency (sec), throughput (data
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packets/sec), loss rate, success rate, energy consumption,
energy efficiency and lifetime (years). Here the performance evaluation is done by using the event-driven
simulator PROWLER integrated with Routing Modeling
Application Simulation Environment (RMASE) [10].
The organization of the paper is as follows: after brief
introduction in Section 1, the Section 2 describes the
simulation model under different radio models. Section 3
reported the comparative findings for CF, RTS & AT
protocols with the influence of Normal Radio Model
(NRM), Radio Model with SINR (RMSINR); Radio
Model with Rayleigh Fading (RMRYF); and Radio
Model with Rician Fading (RMRCF) for targeted Berkeley MICA and MICAz motes. Finally Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Simulation Model
Currently there are many network simulators are available such as SensorSim [11], TOSSIM [12], NS2 [13],
OPNET [14]. In this paper a matlab-based simulator
PROWLER has been used which was developed by
NEST, Vanderbilt University [15]. It provides an easy
way of application prototyping with nice visualization
capabilities. It is an event-driven tool that simulates the
nondeterministic nature of the communication channel
and the low-level communication protocol of the wireless
sensor nodes [16]. To produce replicable results while
testing the application, prowler can be set to operate in
deterministic mode also. It can incorporate arbitrary
number of nodes on arbitrary and even dynamic topology.
Prowler models all the important aspects of the communication channel and the application. Here the following
radio and MAC models have been compared to investigate their performance.

2.1. Radio, MAC and Routing Models
The simple radio model in PROWLER attempts to simulate the probabilistic nature in wireless sensor communication observed by many. The propagation model determines the strength of a transmitted signal at a particular
point of the space for all transmitters in the system.
Based on this information the signal reception conditions
for the receivers can be evaluated and collisions can be
detected. Here the work reported in [15] has been extended by developing a new radio model Rician. Subsequently the comparative findings have been reported with
different routing protocols CF, RTS and AT for wireless
sensor networks in a simulated environment for MICA
and MICAz Berkley motes.
The transmission model is given by [17]:

 

Prec , ideal  d   Ptransmit 1 1  d 
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  , where 2    4

(1)

Prec  i, j   Prec , ideal  di , j  1    i, j   1    t   (2)
where Ptransmit is the signal strength at the transmitter and
Prec, ideal (d) is the ideal received signal strength at distance d, α and β are random variables with normal distributions N(0, σα) and N(0, σβ), respectively.
A network is asymmetric if σα > 0 or σβ > 0. In Equation (2), α is static depending on locations i and j only,
and β is dynamic which changes over time. A node j can
receive a packet from node i if Prec (i, j) > ∆ where ∆ > 0
is the threshold. There is a collision if two transmissions
overlap in time and both could be received successfully.
Furthermore, an additional parameter perror models the
probability of a transmission error caused for any other
reason. The default radio model in PROWLER has γ = 2,
σα = 0.45, σβ = 0.02, ∆ = 0.1 and perror = 0.05. Figure 1(a)
shows a snapshot of the radio reception curves in this
model.
The transmission model for radio model with SINR in
PROWLER is given by:
Prec  i, j   Prec , ideal  di , j  1    i, j  

(3)

where all the variables have the same values and meaning as in case of normal radio model with SINR described above. Figure 1(b) shows a snapshot of the radio
reception curves in this model.
The transmission model for radio model with Rayleigh
fading in PROWLER is given by:
Prec  i, j   Prec , ideal  di , j   R 

(4)

where R is a random variable with exponential distribution (μ = 1). The coherence time is τ = 1 sec. Figure 1(c)
shows a snapshot of the radio reception curves in this
model.
The transmission model for radio model with Rician
fading in PROWLER is given by:



Prec  i, j   filter chan, Prec , ideal  di , j 



(5)

where chan = Ricianchan (ts, fd, k). Here ts = 1–4 sec is
the sampling time, fd = 100 kHz is the Doppler shift and
k = 5 is the Rician factor. Figure 1(d) shows a snapshot
of the radio reception curves in this model.
The MAC layer communication is modeled by a simplified event channel that simulates the Berkeley motes’
[18] CSMA MAC protocol. When the application emits
the Send Packet command, after a random Waiting Time
interval the MAC layer checks if the channel is idle. If
not, it continues the idle checking until the channel is
found idle. The time between idle checks is a random
interval characterized by Backoff Time. When the channel is idle the transmission begins, and after Transmission Time the application receives the Packet Sent event.
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After the reception of a packet on the receiver’s side, the
application receives a Packet Received or Collided Packet Received event, depending on the success of the
transmission. An application built on PROWLER integrated with RMASE which provides network generation
and performance evaluations for routing algorithms.
RMASE supports a layered architecture, including at
least the MAC layer, a routing layer and the application
layer, with the MAC layer at the bottom and the application layer at the top. It is the algorithm designer’s choice
to put individual functions at different layers so that different algorithms can share common functions.

3. Results and Discussions
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Here, we have used a real application to test the performance of the energy-aware and shortest path protocols.
The application, Pursuer Evader Game (PEG) [19], is
used for the sensor network to detect an evader and to
inform the pursuer about its location. The communication problem in this task is to route packets sent out by
one of the sensor nodes to the mobile pursuer. The source
is changing from node to node, following the movement
of the evader and the destination is mobile. In our tests,
the network is a 7 × 7 sensor grid with small random
offsets. The maximum radio range is about 3d, where d is
the standard distance between two neighbour nodes in
the grid. Figure 2 shows an instance of the connectivity
of such a network.
The normal radio model (NRM, default radio model in
PROWLER), radio model with SINR (RMSINR), radio
model with Rayleigh fading (RMRYF) and radio model
developed with Rician fading (RMRCF) are used in our
experiments. The radio data rate is 40 kbps [20] for MICA and each packet has 960 bits. On the other hand, for
MICAz motes the radio data rate is 250 kbps [21] with
each packet having 960 bits. The application sends out
one packet per second from the sources. The results are
based on the average of 10 random runs. The other parameters used for MICA and MICAz motes are mentioned in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Radio reception curves for (a) NRM (b) RMSINR
(c) RMRYF (d) RMRCF.
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Figure 2. Instance of radio connectivity.
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Figure 3 indicates the comparison of latency with CF,
ATS & AT for different radio models in case of MICA
and MICAz. From Figure 3 it has been observed that for
realistic model RMRCF the latency is highest that with
all routing protocols under consideration while it is
minimum in case of NRM. Here the results reveal that
the performance AT routing protocol is proved to be vigorous under the influence of all kind of fading radio
models in both cases of MICA and MICAz motes.
Moreover it has been observed that latency is less in case
of MICAz with respect to mica for all types of routing
algorithms under consideration.
Table 1. Parameters for MICA and MICAz motes.
Chipset
Radio frequency [MHz]
Max data rate (kbps)
RX power (mW)
TX power (mW)
Powerdown power (A)
Turn on time (ms)
Modulation
Receive sensitivity
Outdoor range
Multichannel

MICA

MICAz

TR 1000
433/915
40
3.8
12
0,7
0.02
ASK
–95 dBm
To 92 m
no

CC 2420
2400 to 2483.5
250
19.7
17.4
1
1.2
DSSS-O-QPSK
–94 dBm
75 m to 100 m
yes

Throughput with CF, ATS & AT for different radio
models in case of MICA and MICAz has been shown in
Figure 4. The results obtained prove that the throughput
highest with CF routing protocol while it is moderate for
AT protocol for all types of radio models under consideration. MICA vis-à-vis MICAz indicates improved
throughput for MICAz.
Results for loss rate with CF, ATS & AT for different
radio models in case of MICA and MICAz are shown in
Figure 5. From Figure 5 (a) it has been observed that
the loss rate negligible in case of RMRYF for CF protocol with mica mote while there is no loss rate for other
radio models with both type of motes. Similarly results
(Figure 6) have been reported for success rate and CF
protocol proved to be the best for both types of motes.

(a)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Throughput with CF, ATS & AT for different
radio models in case of (a) MICA (b) MICAz.

(b)

Figure 3. Latency with CF, ATS & AT for different radio
models in case of (a) MICA (b) MICAz.
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(a)

Figure 5. Loss Rate with CF, ATS & AT for different radio
models in case of (a) MICA (b) MICAz.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7. Energy with CF, ATS & AT for different radio
models in case of (a) MICA (b) MICAz.

(b)

Figure 6. Success rate with CF, ATS & AT for different
radio models in case of (a) MICA (b) MICAz.

Energy consumption with CF, ATS & AT for different
radio models in case of MICA and MICAz have been
shown in Figure 7. Results indicate that the energy consumption is minimum in case of NRM and RMRYF for
RTS for MICA and MICAz respectively. On the other hand
for realistic radio model RMRCF the energy consumed is
minimum for AT in comparison with CF and RTS.
In Figure 8 efficiency results ascertain that the CF
routing protocol proved to be feeble with all types of
radio models. Figure 9 shows the lifetime with CF, ATS
& AT for different radio models in case of MICA and
MICAz. The results obtained establish that for realistic
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Efficiency with CF, ATS & AT for different radio
models in case of (a) MICA (b) MICAz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Lifetime with CF, ATS & AT for different radio
models in case of (a) MICA (b) MICAz.

It has been observed that the latency in case of MICAz
with respect to MICA for all types of routing algorithms
under consideration is less. However throughput is highest with CF routing protocol for all the radio models. On
the other hand, loss rate is insignificant in case of
RMRYF for CF protocol with MICA mote while it is
zero for other radio models with both types of motes.
Similarly the success rate proves to be the best in case of
CF protocol for both types of motes. The energy consumption is low in presence of NRM and RMRYF for
RTS in case of MICA and MICAz respectively. For realistic radio model RMRCF the energy consumed is found
to be minimum for AT protocol in comparison with CF
and RTS. In case of efficiency, the results obtained indicate that the CF routing protocol proves to be weak with
all types of radio models. Moreover, the results indicate
that for realistic model RMRCF the lifetime with AT
routing protocol is significantly high in comparison with
CF and RTS protocols. Finally, it is concluded that the
AT protocol can be applied to achieve better energy
consumption, efficiency and lifetime in real time for
wireless sensor networks.
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